
 

Monica specializes in working with women who feel overwhelmed by ongoing health issues who 
want to feel good again. She has offices in West Philly (4522 Baltimore Avenue at Studio 34 Yoga) & 
in Center City (255 S. 17th St., Suite 1502). You can connect with her through her at: 
 
www.acupuncturewithmonica.com       215-500-2579       monica@acupuncturewithmonica.com  
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FAQs from Acupuncture with Monica 
 
Is acupuncture right for me? 
Do you suffer from anxiety, overwhelm, or ongoing health concerns that just won’t get 
better? Do you want to feel good again but feel stuck around where to start? If you answered 
yes to either of these questions, you might want to try acupuncture! 
 
What can acupuncture help me with? 
Most people think of acupuncture as a form of pain management, but I specialize in working 
with mental-emotional health concerns and a variety of ongoing health issues that are either 
chronic or not getting better. My specialties include: anxiety, depression, digestive disorders, 
autoimmune conditions, fatigue & burnout, migraines, women’s health.  
 
What makes Acupuncture with Monica unique? 
The foundation of my approach arises from my own experiences with having lots of health 
care starting in my teens. I often felt frustrated and distraught by how many of the 
healthcare professionals I were seeing seemed not to be hearing me, and were giving me 
recommendations that I knew I either could not or would not follow. I did the best I could, 
but not feeling heard took a toll on my overall health. I felt like I was sacrificing my mental 
and emotional wellbeing in order to get my body back in alignment. 
 
It wasn’t until I started seeing an acupuncturist in 2004 that I felt completely cared for.  The 
beauty of this medicine & the amazing results I’ve seen in my own life, including connecting 
with who I really am, feeling good again in my body mind & spirit, and also finding my 
purpose in life, inspired me to share this unique and caring medicine with others. Working 
from this foundation of deep listening and individualized care, I help each person I work 
with identify small and sustainable steps that will help them get to where they want to be.   
 
How do I decide where to go for acupuncture?  
If you really want to dive deep into healing, it’s essential that you find a practitioner you feel 
comfortable with so that you can feel safe and seen sharing what you’re struggling with.  
 
If my approach feels like it might be right for you, your next step is to reach out to me by 
phone, email, or through my website to schedule a free consult (20-minutes in-person or by-
phone). I’ll ask what you’ve been struggling with and let you know how I can help you. I will 
also answer any questions you might have. If you want to learn more before reaching out to 
me, my website has much more information as well as a blog and a newsletter.  
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http://www.acupuncturewithmonica.com/

